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Viva Las Vegas!
Sin City a destination that caters to more than just gamblers
Jane Mundy
special to The SUNDAY Province

Las Vegas was never on my radar.
I’m not a gambler and my idea of a
vacation is rest and relaxation, peppered with great food and wine and
a splash of culture.
When opening the Flamingo in
1946, I bet Bugsy Siegel didn’t foresee gambling as the fourth reason —
behind entertainment, dining and
shopping — why Sin City attracts
40 million visitors per year.
I checked into the Delano Hotel,
which is like an oasis in a sea of cigarette smoke and slot machines.
It’s part of a new trend on the strip,
where boutique lifestyle hotels are
replacing the ‘bigger is better’ megaresorts. There’s no hustle and bustle,
and not one slot in sight.
Formerly “The Hotel” (imagine a
scene from Abbott and Costello —
you’re telling the cab driver your
destination), last September it morphed into Delano Las Vegas, after a
$75-million renovation. It shows.
All 1,110 rooms have separate
bed and living rooms, decorated in
shades of white and grey with sheer
curtains draping floor to ceiling windows.
The average room price is $200 and
for those people travelling with bodyguards or babysitters, the penthouses
are superb and affordable. The overall effect is light and airy, and chiccomfy.
Start the day at Delano’s Della’s
Kitchen, where morning joggers fuel
up on screaming fresh beet juice with
pineapple, apple and ginger.
Or the Mojave: a concoction of
orange, carrot, lemon, ginger and
cayenne.
Billed as “historic farmhouse meets
urban kitchen,” the restaurant also
offers comfy classics.
Try their sinful mac’ and cheese for
breakfast because in Vegas you can
do anything.
Evenings, The Franklin lounge
offers an esoteric selection of wines
by the glass and live entertainment.
Four hundred feet above, Mix lounge
has an incredible open-air view of
the strip (check out the bathroom
view, once voted best toilet in the
world), with DJs spinning until the
wee hours.
Mornings in the lobby, a juice cart
awaits guests and afternoons it’s
replaced with a tea cart and pastries.
And there’s a Doggie Delights menu
(the lobby is never without the pitterpatter of little canines). The lobby is
also home to revolving art installations and an impressive sculpture —
a massive boulder from the Nevada
desert cut in half — at the entrance.
References to the desert continue
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Stay at The Delano: delanolasvegas.com
Eat at Giada: giadadelaurentiis.com and Jasmine: bellagio.
com/restaurants/jasmine
Play at Light Nightclub:
thelightvegas.com

throughout the hotel: the lobby carpet depicts an aerial view of the Colorado River while wood sculptures,
landscape photographs and minimalist furniture decorate the rooms
and hallways. All in all, the Delano
exudes an understated sexiness.
And there’s the fifth reason to
visit Vegas: Spas. The Delano’s
14,000-square-foot Bathhouse spa
isn’t nearly the biggest on the strip,
but it may be the most tranquil, with
slate walls and the sound of water
gently falling on polished stone.
Just steps away, glide through the
doors leading into Mandalay Bay’s
casino.
Delano guests also have access to

At The Delano Hotel the bedroom and living area are separate.

Mandalay Bay Resort, where you can
catch a few rays at the man-made
beach, frolic in the wave pool and
bring out your inner child tubing
around The River.
Of course there are more reasons to
leave the building.
Ride the High Roller at the LINQ
Promenade, which is the world’s largest observation wheel — higher than

the London Eye. Take an hour-long
guided tour at The Neon Museum
and brush up on Vegas history.
Speaking of lights, Light Nightclub in Mandalay Bay headlines
famous DJs while Cirque du Soleil
performers swing from the ceiling
and prance by your table: it’s a theatrical-musical-nightlife experience
not to be missed.

New to the Bellagio is an electronic
dance music sequence for the famous
fountains by DJ celebrity Tiesto.
Experience the show with a frontrow view at Jasmine restaurant’s Sunday Fountains brunch, by far the best
brunch I’ve ever had.
I’d be happy just with the Chinese
selections, such as Peking duck in
delicate steam buns, made-to-order
noodle soup and dim sum.
Oh yeah, I went to the oyster bar
a few times, raved about the freshest salads served in mason jars and
twice hit the dessert.
I had the best lunch at Giada, located on the second floor of the new
Cromwell hotel.
If you watch The Food Network,
you’re likely familiar with Giada de
Laurentiis (surname explains vintage movie posters in the foyer), the
Italian-American chef. The antipasti
bar alone is worth dining here.
Experts predict Vegas gambling
might be on the wane. With hotels
like the Delano, along with superb
restaurants and entertainment, I’ll
bet on that.
For more information, be sure to visit
LasVegas.com

